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We have evaluated the absorption coefficient of first sound due to second viscosity in dilute 
solutions of He3 in He II. The processes that lead to the establishment of equilibrium in 
the phonon and roton numbers are regarded as the slow processes which cause second vis
cosity. We compare our results with experiments. 

KHALATNIKOV1 obtained phenomenologically the 
following expression for the coefficient of absorp
tion of first sound of frequency w in dilute solu
tions of He3 in He II: 

w2 { 4 Dc2 ( ap)2 m3x} 
<J, (x) = 2pc3 3 'I']+ ~2 + -P- ax kT ' (1) 

where p is the density of the solution, c the sound 
velocity in it, Tj, t2, and D respectively the coef
ficients of first viscosity, second viscosity, and 
diffusion, x the He3 concentration, and m 3 the 
mass of a He3 atom. 

The second term in (1), which is connected with 
the second viscosity, is the main contribution to the 
absorption coefficient. The processes that estab
lish the number of excitations (see reference 2) are, 
as in the case of pure He II, the slow processes 
that cause second viscosity. 

The measurements by Harding and Wilks3 have 
shown that the absorption of sound decreases ap
preciably when the He3 concentration is increased. 
This indicates that the coefficient of second viscos
ity t2 must depend strongly on the concentration. 
In the present paper we evaluate the sound absorp
tion connected with second viscosity. 

Equilibrium in solution for a given number of 
excitations is much faster established than equi
librium in the number of excitations. We shall 
therefore assume that the first equilibrium is es
tablished, i.e., that the excitation distribution func
tions are the equilibrium ones, but that the chemi
cal potential is different from zero. As far as im
purity excitations are concerned, their number is 
given (it is equal to the number of impurity atoms) 
and we shall thus assume the "impurity gas" to be 
in complete equilibrium. 

phonon-roton scattering changes a phonon into a 
roton, and vice versa. We must elucidate the in
fluence of impurities on the speed with which the 
number of phonons and rotons changes. In the fol
lowing we consider the most probable of the proc
esses which are of interest to us: scattering by 
impurities involving three phonons or involving 
roton -phonon interchanges. 

IMPURITY SCATTERING INVOLVING THREE 
PHONONS 

The Hamiltonian for the interaction between 
impurities and phonons is of the form (see refer
ence 4) 

v _ 1 (P + P) + aD. , 1 82!:1 ,2 1. aat:>. ,3 ( 2) 
- - 2 v v ap P + 2 ap2 P + 6 ap3 P ' 

where D. is the zero energy of the impurity, p' the 
change in density due to the presence of phonons, 
v the velocity of the medium, connected with the 
presence of phonons, and P = - ili\7 the momentum 
operator of the impurity. 

Our problem consists in calculating the proba-
bility that an impurity makes a transition from a 
state i with momentum P into a state f with mo
mentum P' during which a phonon with momentum 
p1 is absorbed and two phonons with momenta p2 
and p3 are emitted. 

We apply the method of approximate quantiza
tion of the nonlinear equations of hydrodynamics, 
developed by Landau and Khalatnikov, 5 and we per
form our calculations in a manner similar to theirs, 
taking terms of fourth order in p' into account 
(this is necessary because three phonons are in
volved in the process considered by us); we then 
get for the matrix element for the above-men
tioned transition the expression 

The basic processes which in pure He II accom
pany a change in the number of excitations are the 
five-phonon process and the processes where a M = V1, = ~ (fct' (PIP2P3}'1• {M12 + M1a + M23}, 
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where 

M = _ CP1- P2l" {!__ (n 1 n m) 
12 P1P2 [ 1 - n1n2 + 3j (Pl- Pz)2] p2 1 1 3 ' 

X( 1 +n n) _aD. (3"1~a--!) 1 _1:_ az/::J.}. 1 3 ap pc c" T c ap2 ' 

Mi3 is obtained from M 12 by the substitution 
n2 - n3, n3 - n2, p2 - p3 ; M23 is obtained from 
Mi2 by the substitution ni - n3, n3 - n1, Pi - - p3; 

A = c2! p + 1/z iJc2/ap, B = c2/ p- ac2/ap; 

the constant y is defined by the dependence of the 
phonon energy Eph on the momentum p: Eph 
= c ( p- yp3 ) : ni, n2, n3, and m are unit vectors in 
the directions of the momenta Pi• P2• P3• and P, 
respectively. 

The absolute square of the matrix element M 
can easily be integrated over the directions of the 
vectors m, ni, n2, and n3: 

_\ 2 _ A"(p)3(4n)4 ( 4P2) 
W = ~ I M I dodo1 do2d03 - c• 2c BY P1P2P3 \ K + 3p• 

X { (Pl- Pz) 2 + (Pt- Pa) 2 + (Pz + Pa)2} 

PiP~ P~P~ P;P; ' 

(aD.)z ( 3 32) 1 (a2/::J.)2 2B aD. az!::J. (3) 
K = ap p•c• + C", + C2 apz + C4 ap apz . 

In integrating we have used the fact that yp2 « 1 
( p is a momentum of the order of the average pho
non momentum). 

The probability dw for the transition in which 
we are interested is determined by the perturba
tion-theory formula 

dw = 2nn-1fM 12 o (Er- Ei) dp2 dpa/(2nn) 6, 

where Ef and Ei are the energies of the final and 
initial states. 

If one uses the momentum conservation law one 
sees easily that as P, p1, p2, p3 « me, where m is 
the effective impurity mass 

Er- Ei=c (Pl- P2- Ps). 

We are interested in the rate of change of the 
total number of phonons Nph per unit time, due to 
the process considered: 

Nph= ~~~ {N (P) n (p1) [1 + n (p2)l [1 + n (p3)l 

-N (P') n (p2) n (p3) [1 + n (p1)l} dw dP dp1 (2nn)-•. 
(4) 

Here 

N (P) = (2nn)3 ~ (2nmkT)·-'J, exp {-~} 
m3 2mkT 

is the impurity distribution function and n( p) the 
phonon distribution function. 

If the number of phonons is not equal to its 
equilibrium value, this means that n ( p) contains 
a non-vanishing chemical potential J..!ph 

n (p) = [exp {[eph(p)- /io>h]/kT}- 1]-1 . 

If the deviation from equilibrium is a small one, 

n (p) = no (p) +no (p) [ 1 +no (p) I flph/kT, (5) 

where n0( p) is the equilibrium distribution function. 
Using (5) we transform (4) to 

Nph= -~~~~~N (p) no (p1) [1 +no (p2)l 

[ ( ) l dPdp1 
X 1 + n0 p3 dw (Znfi)" • (6) 

Integrating in (6) over the angles, integrating over 
Pi to get rid of the 6-function, and using (3) we get 

co 00 00 

Nph = - (2n/i) -12 ~j' ~ dP ~ dp2 ~ dp3N (P) P2 (p2 + p3) 2 p;p; 
0 0 0 

X ec(p,+p,)JkT [ec(p,+p,)fkT -1]-1 

X [ecp,;kT -1]-1 [ecp,fkT -l]-1W. (7) 

We can without great loss of accuracy neglect 
in the denominator of (7) unity as compared to 
exp { c ( p2 + p3 ) /k T} , and we can then again per
form the integration in (7) and we get 

• 64n2f3pQ ( K mkT) 8 
Nph = - r phiflph, rphi = X (2nn)•nzae10fi 4 + 7 (kT) . 

(8) 

In (8) we have used the notation 

~ = 36.3, Q = ~ (£.)3 (4n)• 
c2 2c 6r' 

The quantity K contains the derivatives 'O!:l./'Op 
and a2!:l./'Op2 which we do not know and which we 
shall therefore in the following determine from 
the experiments. 

The three-phonon process can occur also in 
pure He II through scattering by a rotan, but cal
culations show that its contribution is small com
pared with the contribution from the five-phonon 
process (at low temperatures) or as compared 
to that from the rotan-scattering process involv
ing a raton-phonon transition (at higher temper
atures). 

IMPURITY SCATTERING INVOLVING A ROTON
PHONON TRANSITION 

We must now calculate the probability for a 
transition of the impurity from a state with mo
mentum P to a state with momentum P' during 
which a phonon with momentum p is abs?rbed 
and a rotan with momentum P 1 is emitted. 

It is clear that the phonon that takes part in 
this process must be very energetic. We shall 
assume that it interacts with the impurity in the 
same way as the rotan, but that it has a different 
dispersion law. We get thus for the probability 
of the above mentioned process 

(9) 
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where Vir = 8 x 10-38 erg-cm3 is the impurity
roton interaction constant, and E1 and E2 are the 
energies of the initial and final states. 

We are interested in the rate of change in the 
number of excitations due to this process; this 
rate of change is, moreover, determined by the 
formula 

· _ • _ f.tph- f.tr \(\ dpdP 
Nr - - Nph- ---w- .\.l.l no (p) N (P) dw (Z:rtn)•, (10) 

where Jlr is the roton chemical potential. 
Khalatnikov2 has shown that we can estimate in 

this way only an upper limit for the quantities which 
we evaluate, i.e., we get from (10) 

(11) 

where 
,r- pzflz ,rm 

r __. 2 f 2:n: I . 12 o r f r p (kT)-'f, -C. /kT phri""' X~ Vu (2:n:nc)3 rna e t' 

(11') 

Here, P 0, t.r and mr are the roton spectrum pa
rameters. The exact value of r ph r i will be de
termined from experiments. 

THE SOUND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 

The following expressions hold for the rate of 
change of the number of phonons and rotons in pure 
He 11: 2 

f./ph=- (fph + r phr)f!ph+ [phrf!r, 

!V. = - rphr,llr + rphrf!ph• (12) 

where one must take for r ph and r ph r the values 

(13) 

When there are impurities present we must ac
cording to (8) and (11) replace rph by rph + rphi 
and rphr by rphr + rphri in (12), i.e., we have 
now instead of (12) 

Nph= - (rph+ r phi+ r ph• + rphrfl ftph+ (r ph•+ r phr,;) f!r· 

.N. =- (rph•+ rphri) f1r + crphri + fph.) f!ph. (14) 

The coefficient for the absorption of sound of 
not too high a frequency in pure He II, due to 
second viscosity, is given by the equation (see 
reference 2) 

~ wz [ 1 ( op op \z 1 ( op )21 
IJ. (O) = 2pc3 :r;;h Of-Lr + O/lph) +rphr Of-Lr -P. s,' 

where S0 is the entropy per unit mass of pure 
He II. As the sound velocity is independent of the 
impurity concentration 1 at low concentrations we 
can compare (12) and (14) and immediately write 
down for the solution 

a(x) = ~J-1 -, (op + op v + ' 1 (.!!£\2] • 
2pc Lr ph+ I phi 0/lr 0/lpJ lphr+ r phri O!llr) p, s. X 

(15) 

where S is the entropy per unit mass of the solu
tion. 

We transform this last expression in terms of 
p, T, x, Jlr• and llph using the fact that the de
rivative ( Bp/BT )p,x is small: 

a (x) _ ro2c [-1 _ ( ~ + ~ y + 1 (Op )2] 
- 2p fph+ fph~Of.tr 0/lph rphr+ r phri Of.tr p, T, x' 

{It) 
Using the thermodynamic identity (for constant 

concentration) 

1 Nph Nr 
dell = - SdT +Pdp- P ii!lph- P d!lr• 

we get the following expressions for the deriva
tives occurring in (16) 

ap/af!ph=P (aNph!ap)r, x- Nph/c\ 

ap/allr = p (aN.!ap)r. x-N.Ic2 • (17) 

One can conclude from the work of Dash and 
Taylor6 that 

but it follows from (8) that 

fphi !x > 2,7 ·IO"T9 ~ fphwhenT ~ lo K. 

The main concentration dependence of a ( x) comes 
thus from taking r phi and r ph r i into account and 
we can thus in (16) put 

where ( Bp/oJ.t )0 is the value for pure He II. The 
values for ( Bp/BJ.tr )0 and ( Bp/BJ.tph)o were calcu
lated by Khalatnikov: 2 

( ::.) 0 = - N r [A; ( ~ ;h- 23.2 ) -22.5 J I c2 [ ( ~} + D.; 

(18) 

1 ( op )2) 
+ rphr+ f phri 0f-lr o • (19) 

In the figure we have given a comparison of the 
values of the sow1d absorption coefficient deter-
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C{, CH-I 

t,O 1.6% O.JZ% 

0 

1.0 1.2 1.4 

mined from Eq. (19) (adding to it the quantity 
2w21)/3pc3 which at high temperatures becomes 
appreciable) with the experimental data of Hard
ing and Wilks,3 where we have put 

rphi= 1.4 ·1044xT8 (1. 3 + 1.9T), 

which corresponds to 

K p4 = 5.3 ·10-39g2 em 2 sec - 2 

f phri =X ·0.7 ·1Q50i'l•e-!J.r!T; 

the value of 1J was evaluated by Zharkov. 7 

fu conclusion the author expresses his grati
tude to I. M. Khalatnikov for his assistance with 

this paper and to V. N. Zharkov for valuable 
remarks. 
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